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Introduction 
The canonical representation theory of Gaussian processes has been originated by 
L&y (1956) and systematically developed by Hida (1960) and Cram&. The idea of 
this representation is to express a given Gaussian process in terms of Brownian 
motion, the properties of which are well known, and a non-random kernel function, 
so that probabilistic structure of the process is represented in a visualized manner. 
One can therefore find good applications in the prediction problem. 
The purpose of the present paper is twofold. The first is to introduce a new 
concept of a backward representation of Gaussian processes, for which time develop- 
ment is observed backward. The existing theory of representation may now be called 
the forward representation. Combining both backward and forward representations 
we are able to find profound structure of the given Gaussian process. Secondly, by 
applying the theory of backward representation, the interpolation problem for 
multiple Markov Gaussian processes is discussed. Some properties of such processes 
have been investigated by many authors like Mandrekar (1974) and Pitt (1975); 
now we go one step further to find some more interesting properties. 
For these purposes, we first introduce the backward canonical representation in 
Section 1, having been motivated by Levy’s work. It is convenient to observe 
representations of stationary processes before we come to the main topic, since the 
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spectral analysis for such processes is well established in an elementary manner 
and ready to be used in our case. 
Section 2 is devoted to multiple Markov Gaussian processes. In this case the 
forward canonical representation does not always have unit multiplicity, nor does 
the backward one. This fact causes some difficulty. The so-called Goursat representa- 
tion plays an important role in our approach where we have characterized both 
representations. Our main result says that the backward and the forward representa- 
tions are completely characterized by the use of the maximal and minimal solutions 
for an equation derived from the covariance function of the multiple Markov 
Gaussian process (Theorem 2.2). 
If we assume a certain analytic property in order to have multiple Markov Gaussian 
processes in the restricted sense, we can prove unit multiplicity and a more explicit 
expression is obtained for the process in question (Section 3). 
Finally, in Section 4, the interpolation of a Gaussian process will be discussed 
with the help of the backward canonical representation. This result is far from the 
general theory, however it suggests to us future questions in this direction. 
1. Backward canonical representations 
Consider a real valued centered Gaussian process X = {X(t); t E (to, t,)}. We start 
with a short review of the known result related to the canonical representation for 
a Gaussian process according to Hida (1960). Denote by A,(X) (resp. A’(X)) the 
closed linear manifold spanned by {X(s); .ss t} (resp. {X(s); s 2 t}) in the Lz- 
topology. In order to exclude the discrete multiplicity, we assume the following 
conditions throughout the present paper: 
(Ml) A,(X) is continuous and increasing in t, 
(M2) X is purely non-deterministic, that is n,.,,,,,,,, A,(X) = {0}, 
(Ml*) A’(X) is continuous and decreasing in t, and, 
(M2*) f-L,.,,) d’(X) = IO>. 
Remark 1.1. The conditions (Ml) and (M2) do not imply (Ml*) and (M2*); for 
example, the process X = {X(t); t E (0, I)} defined by 
X(t) = 
B(t), o< tc;, 
B(i), $Sf<l, 
where B is a Brownian motion, satisfies the conditions (Ml) and (M2) but neither 
(Ml*) nor (M2”). 
Definition 1.1. (i) If, for a Gaussian process X, there exist an additive Gaussian 
process B(t) having a spectral measure du( t) = EldB( t)l* and a function F( t, *) of 
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L’((t,,, t), dv), t E (t,,, t,), such that X(t) is expressed in the form 
5 
I 
X(t) = F(t, ~1 dB(u), 
1,) 
(1.1) 
then (1.1) is called the representation of X. 
(ii) The representation (1.1) is called the (forward) canonicaI representation, if it 
satisfies the condition 
J&(X) = J&(B), t E (to, t,), (1.2) 
where .&( L?) is the closed linear manifold spanned by {B(s) - B( t,); s s t}. 
Remark 1.2. (i) It is well known that 
ii 
I 
J!&(B) = P(U) Wu); cp E L?(fo, f>) 
lli 
(ii) There are in general infinitely many representations of the form (1.1); among 
others, the canonical representation is unique; that is to say, if there exists another 
canonical representation 
X(t) = I’ F( t, u) d&u), where Ejdg(u)(‘=dfi(u), 10 
then 
F( t, u)’ dv( u) = F( t, u)” dt?( u) 
holds for any Bore1 set A c (to, t,). 
(iii) The property (1.2) is called proper in Hida’s paper (1960). 
Regarding the existence of the canonical representation, the following theorem 
is well known. 
Theorem 1.1 (Hida, 1960, Theorem 1.5). A Gaussian process X = {X(t); t E (t,, t,)} 
satisfying (Ml) and (M2) has the representation 
X(r)= ; J 
I Fn(& u) d&(u), (1.3) 
,I = I 10 
where 
B,(t)‘s, n-1,2, ., .) MSco, are additive Gaussian processes, 
E[dB,(u) d&(u)]= a,,, dv,(u), 1~ m, n S M, 
dv,+,(n)<du,(u) (absolutely confinuous), n = 1,2,. . , M- 1, 
Fn(t, .)~L’((fc,, t),dun), 
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with 
J,(X)=& A,(&), foreverytE(&,t,). q 
n=l 
Remark 1.3. The representation (1.3) is called the generalized canonical representation 
according to Hida (1960). It is the canonical representation if the multiplicity M = 1. 
The backward canonical representation is defined analogously. 
Definition 1.2. If, for a Gaussian process X, there exist an additive Gaussian process 
B*(t) having a spectral measure dv*( t) = E(dB*(t)(* and a function F*( t, -) of 
L*(( r, t,), dv”), t E (to, tl), satisfying 
I 
‘1 
X(t)= F*( t, u) dB*( u), (1.4) 
f 
and the condition 
A’(X) = A@*), t E (to, t,), (1.5) 
where A’(B*) is the closed linear manifold spanned by {B*( t,) - B*(s); s 2 t}, then 
X is said to have the backward canonical representation (cf. Ltvy, 1956). 
There exists the generalized backward canonical representation of a Gaussian 
process X under the conditions (Ml*) and (M2*). This fact can be proved in 
analogous manner to Theorem 1.1. 
The forward canonical representation theory for a stationary Gaussian process 
has been established and well known. With the help of this theory we can discuss 
the backward representation as is briefly stated below. 
Theorem 1.2 (Karhunen, 1950, Satz 5). Let X=(X(t); t ER} be a mean continuous 
stationary Gaussian process. Then the following assertions are equivalent: 
(i) The condition (M2) holds. 
(ii) Denote by f (A) the spectral density function qf X, 
I Oc logf(A > dh > _-03 __u? l+A* (1.6) 
(iii) X has the forward canonical representation 
I 
f 
X(t) = F( t - u) dB( u), where EJdB( u)]’ = du. 0 (1.7) 
--ar 
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The representation (1.7) can be constructed as follows: It is known that the function 
c(A)=XGexp -1 
{ I m l+wh logf(w) 1 Trl Pm w-h -. l+w? dy (1.8) 
belongs to the Hardy class Hz in the lower half plane, and that it satisfies the relation 
& Ic(A)(2=f(h), A E Ft. 
And, furthermore, the Fourier transform F(u) of c(A) vanishes for u <O by the 
Paley-Wiener theorem. Therefore there exists a standard Brownian motion L? such 
that (1.7) becomes the forward canonical representation. 
Theorem 1.3. (i) The condition (M2*) for a stationary process is equivalent to (M2). 
(ii) Under the condition above a mean continuous stationary Gaussian process 
X = {X(t); t E R} has the backward canonical representation 
CC 
X(t) = F*( t - u) dB*( u), where EjdB*( u)l’ = du. (1.7*) 
Proof. (i) The condition (M2*) comes from the spectral property like (1.6) which 
is invariant under the time reflection. 
(ii) Put c*(h)=c(A), then c*(h) belongs to the Hardy class in the upper half 
plain. The Fourier transform F*(u) of c*(h) gives the backward canonical kernel 
by an analogous argument to Theorem 1.2. Cl 
According to Hida and Streit (1977, pp. 29-30), using the time reflection operator 
T defined by 
Tl=l and TX(t)T-‘.=X(-t)*, 
we can obtain the following result. 
Corollary 1.1. For a mean continuous stationary Gaussian process X = {X(t); t E R}, 
the forward canonical representation (1.7), and the backward one (1.7*) are connected 
in such a way that 
F*(u) = F(-u), 
TB*(t) = B(t). 0 
Applying Corollary 1.1, we obtain the backward canonical representation for a 
process transformable into a stationary process by a change of time scale, as follows. 
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Corollary 1.2. Zfa Gaussian process X = {X(t); t E (0, CO)} has theforward canonical 
representation 
I 
I 
X(t) = F(t, u) Wu), 
where the kernel i(. , . ) IS a h omo g eneous function of degree (Y and B is a standard 
Brownian motion, then the backward canonical kernel F"( . , . ) is given by 
F*(t u)=F 2 t < u. 
Proof. According to Levy (1956), X can be transformed into a stationary process 
Y={Y(t); tE(W} defined by 
Y(t)=e- ~2n+l,rX(e2r)* (1.9) 
Thus the process Y has the forward canonical representation 
Y(t)= fi F( 1, e-2(‘-u)) em(‘-“I dB,,( u), 
where 
d%(u) =& dB(e’“). 
By Corollary 1.1, 
5 
x 
Y(t) = fi F(l, e”‘-“‘) e’-” dBz(u) 
f 
is the backward canonical representation of Y, which gives us the backward canonical 
representation of X, 
X(t)= P”Y(logJi)= j-,=F( t,;) ;dB*(u). 0 
2. Goursat representations for multiple Markov Gaussian processes 
Hida (1960) has defined a multiple Markov Gaussian process, as follows. 
Definition 2.1. A Gaussian process X = {X( t); t E (to, t,)} is called an N-ple Markov 
Gaussian process, if {E[X(s,)lA,,(X)], i = 1,2,. . . , N} is linearly independent for 
any s,Ss,<s,<.. -<s, and if {E[X(si)(A,,(X)], i= 1,2,. . . , N+l} is linearly 
dependent for any sOs s, < s2 <. . . < sN+, . 
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From the definition above, a Goursat representation has been given in the 
following. 
Theorem 2.1 (Mandrekar, 1974; Pitt, 1975). A process X = {X(f); IE (t,, t,)} is an 
N-ple Markov Gaussian process if and only if there exist a Tchebychef system 
{f,, f2,. . . , f,,} and a non-degenerate N-variate martingale (U,, U,, . . . , UN) such 
that 
X(t) = ; J;(t)Wt), (2.1) 
I-1 
and that 
Jl&(X)=Jtl,(U,, u, )...) U,). 0 (2.2) 
Remark 2.1. A system {f, , f2, . . . , fN} is called a Tchebychefl system if it satisfies 
the condition 
det(J;(s,)) # 0 for any s, <s,< . * < sN. 
Definition 2.2. The representation (2.1) is the (forward) Goursat representation. If 
the additional property (2.2) is satisfied, the representation (2.1) is called the 
(forward) proper Goursat representation. 
Remark 2.2. Though the proper Goursat representation is not always canonical, it 
can be easily reduced to the generalized canonical representation by the procedure 
in Pitt (1975, pp. 209-210), and we know that X has the multiplicity M < N. 
In an analogous manner to Definition 2.1, we define a backward multiple Markov 
process as follows. 
Definition 2.3. A Gaussian process X = {X(t); t E (to, t,)} is called a backward N-pie 
Markov Gaussian process, if {E[X(s,)J&“((X)], i = 1,2,. . . , N} is linearly indepen- 
dent for any s0 2 s, > sz > . * .>sN and if {E[X(s,)(JM’~$X)], i=l,2,. ., N+l} is 
linearly dependent for any so2 s, > s,> . . . > sN+, . 
By interchanging future and past in Theorem 2.1, the following corollary can be 
proved. 
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Corollary 2.1. A process X = {X(t); t E (to, t,)} is a backward N-ple Markov Gaussian 
process if and only if there exist a Tchebycheff system {f;“,X, . . . ,pN} and a non- 
degenerate N-variate backward martingale (UT, UT,. . . , lJ*,) such that 
X(t) = z .fxt)cYt), 
r=, 
(2.3) 
and that 
Al’(X) =A’( UT, u:, . . . ) U*,). 0 (2.4) 
Definition 2.4, The representation (2.3) is the backward Goursat representation. If 
the additional property (2.4) is satisfied, the representation (2.3) is called the 
backward proper Goursat representation, 
We are now ready to discuss how to form the backward proper Goursat representa- 
tion. A transformation of representation from forward to backward is a useful 
technique for our purpose, although the transformed representation is not always 
proper. The next lemma provides the construction of the proper representation. 
Lemma 2.1. Let X(t) = C,“=, hi(t) V( t) be a backward Goursat representation (not 
necessarilyproper). Put UT(t)=E[ V;(t)lJu’(X)], then X(t)=Cz, h,(t)Uy(t) is the 
backward proper Goursat representation. 
Proof. The proof is given exactly in the same manner as Lemma IV.1 in Pitt (1975) 
by interchanging past and future. 0 
We are now in position to observe a transformation from the known forward 
proper Goursat representation to the backward one. 
Let X = {X(t); t E (t,,, t,)} be an N-ple Markov Gaussian process having the 
proper Goursat representation (2.1) and let G(t) be the structure matrix of (Ui(t)), 
that is, 
Set 
G(t) = (G,(t)) = (E[ u;(t) uj(t)l>. 
h,(t) = i Gij(t)f;(t), i=l,2 ,..., N, 
,=I 
(2.5) 
v(u)= F G”(u)U,(u), where(G”(u))=G-‘(u). 
j=l 
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Then {II,, hz, . . . , hN} is a Tchebycheff system and (Vi(t)) is a non-degenerate 
N-variate backward martingale with respect to the natural filtering: S= {a{ V;(u); 
i-l,2 )...) N, u 2 t}; t E (to, 2,)). The structure matrix of (V,(t)) is G-‘(t). The 
representation 
X(r)= ; h,(r)v(t) 
,=I 
is therefore a backward Goursat representation. 
Proposition 2.1. The N-pie Markov property is identical with the 
Murkov one under the conditions (Ml), (M2), (Ml*), and (M2*). 
(2.6) 
backward N-ple 
Proof. Lemma 2.1 forms the proper backward Goursat representation from (2.6), 
and Corollary 2.1 implies the assertion. 0 
Remark 2.3. The representation (2.6) is not always canonical, as is seen in the 
following. 
Example. A double Markov stationary Gaussian process with the forward canonical 
representation 
X(t) = 
I’ 
{2e~(‘-“)-e-3(‘-u)} dB( u), where E[dB( u)12 = du, 
-a 
is, by the procedure (2.5), reduced to 
X(t)= 
I 
,_ (3efP” - 4e3(‘-u’} di( u), where Ejdi(u)(* = du, 
which is independent of jy e-5U dE( u), for any t E R. 
While due to Corollary 1.1, the backward canonical representation is 
X(t) = J OcI (2e’-U - e3”-‘)} dB*( u), where EJdB*(u)j’= du. I 
Lemma 2.2. Let X = {X(t); t E (to, t,)} be an N-ple Markov Gaussian process having 
the proper Goursat representation (2.1) and let G(r) be the structure matrix of ( iJi( t)). 
Then 
(i) X satisfies the condition (M2) if G( t) tends to the zero-matrix as t tends to to, 
and 
(ii) X satisfies the condition (M2*) if GP’( t) tends to the zero-matrix as t tends 
to t,. 
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Proof. The statement (i) is obvious. So we prove only (ii). Because (2.6) is a backward 
Goursat representation, 
JzI’(X)cA’(V,, v,,.. .) V,). 
Since the structure matrix G-‘( 1) of ( r/;(t)) tends to the zero-matrix as t tend 
to t, from the assumption, we have n,,, ,,,.,,) A’(V,, V,, . . . , V,) = (0). So is 
n ,t( ,“,,,) A’(X). This completes the proof. 0 
Remark 2.4. From Lemma 2.2, we can see that the conditions (M2) and (M2*) are 
not equivalent, unlike the stationary case. 
Both the forward and the backward proper Goursat representations are character- 
ized in the following theorem. Before stating the main theorem, we give some 
notation. 
Suppose X = {X( t); t E (t,,, t,)} is an N-ple Markov Gaussian process having a 
covariance 
E[X(t)X(t’)]= ; f;(tv t’)hi(th t’). (2.7) 
i=l 
Denote by 9 the semi-ordered set of the positive definite and increasing N x N 
structure matrices G(t) satisfying the relation 
(h,(r), . . . , h,v(f)) = U-i(t), . . ,f,(f))GCf), 
whose order is regarded as G,(t) < G,(t) if and only if G2( t) - G,(t) is non-negative 
definite for almost all t. 
Theorem 2.2. Let X = {X ( t); t E ( to, t,)} be an N-ple Markov Gaussian process having 
a covariance (2.7). Then 
(i) theforward Goursat representation (2.1) isproper ifand only if (E[ U,(t) U,(t)]) 
is the minimum element of 9, and 
(ii) the backward Goursat representation 
X(t)= ; h;(t)U:(t) 
i=l 
(2.3’) 
is proper if and on/y if (E[ UT(t) LJT( t)])-’ is the maximum element of 9. 
Proof. The statement (i) is the direct consequence of Corollary IV.2 in Pitt (1975). 
Note that the following assertion can be proved by interchanging past and future 
in the statement (i): 
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If we denote by Y’ the semi-ordered set of the positive definite and decreasing 
N x N structure matrices K(t) satisfying the relation 
VI(t), . . . ,fN(f)) = (h(t), . . 1 hiv(f))K(f), 
then (2.3’) is the backward proper Goursat representation if and only if 
(E[ UF( t) U,*( t)]) is the minimum element of YC. 
Therefore it suffices to show that the maximum element of 9 is the inverse of the 
minimum element of %C. 
There exists a one-to-one corresponding from Y” to C4 for which K(t) E ?” corres- 
ponds to K-‘(t) E 9. Denote the backward martingale associated with K(f) = 
(K,,(t)) by V(t)=(v(f)), then the martingale with K-‘(t) is Km’(t)V(r)= 
CC,:, K”(f)V,(O). 
Since the minimum element K,,(t) of Yt is the structure matrix of U*(t) = 
(E[ V,( f)l&‘(X)]) from Lemma 2.1, it is sufficient to prove K-‘(t) s K,‘(t) for any 
K-‘(t) E 9. In fact, 
K,‘(t)-Km’(t)=EIK,‘(r)U*(t)-KP’(r)V(t)12 
is non-negative definite, so the proof of (ii) is complete. 0 
3. Multiple Markov Gaussian processes in the restricted sense 
We are able to study the backward canonical representation in more detail by 
assuming the differentiability of a multiple Markov process. 
Definition 3.1. An N-ple Markov Gaussian process is called an N-pie Markov 
Gaussian process in the restricted sense if it is N - 1 times differentiable in the mean. 
It is known that the N-ple Markov Gaussian process X in the restricted sense 
automatically has unit multiplicity (Pitt, 1975), so it has the canonical representation 
X(f) = 
5 
,I, ,&Y(Qg,(u) dB(u), (3.1) 
whereJ;E C”((t,), t,)), giE C”((r,,, t,))n L’((t,, t]; for all t E (to, t,)), and 
=O, j=O,1,2 ,..., N-2, 
#O, j= N-l, 
where f I ‘) is the jth derivative off;. 
Remark 3.1. The system {f, ,fz, . . ,fN} is viewed as a fundamental system of 
solutions of the Nth order ordinary differential operator L, : 
W(fl ,f2,. . . >fN,fHf) 
&f(t) = y, fj”-” (t)gt(t) Wf,,f*, . . . ,fn)(t)’ 
(3.2) 
where W means the Wronskian. 
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Since X is an N-ple Markov process, {f,,f2,. . . ,f,} is a Tchebycheff system. 
Hence L, is factorable in the sense of Karlin (1968, pp. 27%279), that is to say, 
there exist N + 1 positive functions w,, w,, . . . , wN such that 
+$$$..L.“.’ 
0 1 WN-* dt WN’ 
On the other hand, {g, , g,, . . . , gN} is the fundamental system of solutions of the 
formal adjoint operator L: of L,, and we have the expression 
Using 
1 d 1 d 1 L:,L.d._._...-.-.- 
wN dt WN-, dt w, dt wO’ 
the operator L, in (3.2), we get the relation 
L,X( t) = B(t), (3.3) 
which should be understood as 
1 d 1 
. *----*-X(t) 
wN_, dt WN 
For a multiple Markov Gaussian process X in the restricted sense, the representa- 
tion (2.6) is always canonical, and we will obtain a concrete relation between B 
and B*. 
Theorem 3.1. Let X = {X(t); t E (to, t,)} be an N-p/e Murkov Gaussian process in the 
restricted sense having the canonical representation (3.1). Then 
I 
‘I N 
x(t) = C h,(t)ki(u) dB*(u) (3.4) 
I ,=I 
is the backward canonical representation, where 
hi(t) = F G,(t)!j(t), 
J=I 
i=l,2 3 . . . 3 N 
k,(u)=- i GO(u)g,(u), where (G”(u))= G-‘(u), 
,=I 
and 
dB*(t)=dB(t)+dt J ’ fE ki(t)gi(u) dB . ,<, i = I 
Proof. We get by a simple calculation, 
i .fi”(tgi(t)=-,f, hj”(t)ki(t) forj=0,1,2,..., N-l. 
i=I 
(3.5) 
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Thus we have the relation 
LTX( t) = B*(t), 
where 
in the similar way as in (3.3). This fact means that (3.4) is canonical. 
Operating with LT on both sides of (3.4), we obtain (3.5) by virtue of LTf;( t) = ki( t), 
i=1,2 )...) N. 0 
Proposition 3.1. Let a stationary Gaussian process X = {X(t); t E R) be N-ple Markov 
in the restricted sense. Then LT is identical with L:. 
Proof. For an N-ple Markov stationary process in the restricted sense, it is known 
that c(A) of (1.8) equals to l/P(ih), where P is polynomial of degree N. Thus L, 
is nothing but P(d/dt) and c*(A) = c(h) = l/P(-ih) as is shown in Section 1. Hence 
LT = P(-d/dt). This completes the proof. 0 
4. Application to interpolation problems 
As an application of the backward canonical representation, we will obtain a concrete 
solution of the interpolation problem. Note that the solution of the problem for a 
Gaussian process X is the conditional expectation of X(t), t E (a, b), which is the 
projection to the closed linear manifold &z(X) spanned by {X(s); s E (a, b)‘}. 
Proposition 4.1. Let X = {X(t); t E (to, t,)} be an N-ple Markov Gaussian process 
having the proper Goursat representation (2.1). Then Ju,(X)+.&“(X) is closed; 
namely, Ju~(X)=&(X)O~b(X), where the notation 0 means a direct sum of 
mantfolds (not necessarily orthogonal). 
Proof. The projection Ju “l”(X) of J%‘(X) d own to J&,(X) is the N-dimensional 
manifold spanned by { U,(b), . . . , U,(b)} by virtue of the N-ple Markov property 
of X. Clearly, A,(X) n Jlt”‘(X) = {0}, for the structure matrix of ( Uj( t)) is increas- 
ing in t. Therefore J&,(X)+&“‘(X) is closed, since _&b/b(x) is finite dimensional. 
On the other hand, the orthogonal complement (J&,(X))L is independent of J&(X), 
and k”(X) is a closed submanifold of Ah”(X)@ (J#b(X))L. Thus J&(X) + J%“(X) 
is closed and, so that, J&(X) n A’(X) = (0). The proof is completed. 0 
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Theorem 4.1. Suppose an N-ple Markov Gaussian process X = {X(t); t E ( t,, , tl)} has 
the forward and the backward proper Goursat representations (2.1) and (2.3’), respec- 
tively. Let,foranyt,<a<t<b<t,,{cu ,,..., a,;P ,,..., p,}beauniquesystem 
of solutions of 
of(t)+ E K,(b)P,(t) =f;(t)y 
/=I 
(4.1) 
N 
C Gi,(a)aj(t) +P;(t) = hi(t), i=1,2 ,..., N, 
,=I 
where (Gli(t)) and (K,(t)) denote the structure matrices of (U,(t)) and (UF( t)), 
respectively. 
Then the interpolation is uniquely expressed in the form 
E[X(t)lX(s); sE(a, b)‘]= f ai(t)Ui(a)+ ; P,(t)@(b). 
r=, i=, 
(4.2) 
Proof. Denote by X( t; a, b) the right-hand side of (4.2). It is obvious that 
i(t; a, b)E A,(X)@.A”(X). Moreover we get 
E[(X(t) -20; a, b))X(s)l 
=,i,.tY(t)k,!~)-,i, az(t)Gij(s)J(s)-i,i, Pi(t)Kij(b)hj(s) 
= j, (J;(t) - dt) -,i, P,(t)K,V+W, s E (to,al, 
and similarly, 
zz I! (hi(t)-,!, aj(t)G~j(a)-P,(t) 
> 
f;(S), s E Lb, t,). 
,=I 
The system of equations (4.1) is satisfied if and only if X(t) -g(t; a, b) is 
independent of X(s) for all s E (a, b)‘, because {hi] and {f;} are linearly independent. 
Since the coefficient matrix of the system (4.1) is non-singular, we obtain the unique 
solution {a!, , . . . , cxN ; p,, . . . , P,,,} of (4.1), which satisfies (4.2). 0 
Finally, we consider the interpolation problem for a multiple Markov Gaussian 
process in the restricted sense. It is interesting that our answer is derived from the 
canonical representation, though Pitt (1971) has given the answer in another way. 
The following lemma, which can easily be shown, serves to prove Theorem 4.2. 
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Lemma 4.1. Suppose an N-pie Markov Gaussian process X = {X(t); t E (t,,, t,)} in 
the restricted sense has the forward and the backward canonical representations (3.1) 
and (3.4), respectively. Then {f, , . . . , fN ; h, , . . . , h,} is the fundamental system of 
solutions of the 2Nth order ordinary difSerentiaI operator L:L,, where the operator L, 
is sume as in (3.2). 0 
Theorem 4.2. Let X be as in Lemma 4.1. And let, for any to < a < t < b < t, , each 
p,(t) (resp. qj( t)), j = 0, 1, . . . , N - 1, be a solution of 
LiL,p,(t) =O, 
p;“(a)=+, pik)(b)=O, k=O,l,..., N-l 
(resp. 
G&I;(t) = 0, 
~+~)(a) = 0 I qCk’( b) = 6 2 I ,k, k=O, l,..., N-l). 
Then the interpolation is uniquely expressed in the form 
N-l N-I 
E[X(t)(X(s); S~(a, b)‘]= C p,(t)X”‘(U)+ C qj(t)X”‘(b). 
,=o ,=o 
(4.3) 
Proof. Firstly we remark that L, is factorable as in Remark 3.1, so is L:L,. This fact 
implies that the boundary value problem 
LiL,cp(t)=O 
cp”‘(a)=cp”‘(b)=O, j=O,l,..., N-l, 
(4.4) 
has the unique solution cp = 0 (Karlin, 1968, p. 292). Hence {pO,. . . , pN_, ; 
90,. . ., qN_,} is uniquely determined. 
Denote by g(t; a, 6) the right-hand side of (4.3). It is obvious that P?(t; a, b) E 
Jl,(X)O.Nb(X). Moreover we get 
E[(X(t)--rZ(t; a, b))X(.~)l 
= i&XW,W - >; p,(t) i;,f!%)h.()- ;;; q/(t) ,i, f?'(b)h,(s) 
= E {.L(tl-~c~ (pj(t)fj”(a)+q,(t)f!“(b)) h,(s), s E ( to, a 1. ,=I 
Put pi(t)=f;(t)-C,Y_,‘(p;(t)f~‘)(u)+q;(t)f,”’(b)), i-1,2,..., N. Then q;(t) is a 
solution of (4.4). Hence (pi = 0, i = 1,2,. _ . , N. This means that X(t)-T?(t; a, b) is 
independent of X(s) for all s E (to, a]. 
Using a similar calculation, we know that X(t) -T?(t; a, b) is also independent 
of X(s) for all s E [b, t,). Therefore the proof is completed. q 
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